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A rectangle dissected into N > 1 non-overlapping squares is called a 
squared rectangle of order N. The N squares are the elements of the squared 
rectangle, but the term “element” is also used for the length of the sides 
of a square. A squared rectangle that does not contain a smaller rectangle 
is called simple. If the elements are all unequal, the squared rectangle is 
called perfect. 
A table of simple squared rectangles of orders 9 to 15, inclusive, of 
which 3663 are perfect, is still available in a limited number of copies [l]. 
A much bigger table, of which only two copies exist [2], lists the 154490 
simple perfect squared rectangles of orders 9 to 18, inclusive, according 
to non-decreasing ratio of shorter to longer side of rectangle, each squared 
rectangle being characterized by an appropriate numerical code. Special 
pairs of simple perfect squared rectangles, such as conformal rectangles 
(same side ratios) or congruent rectangles (same sides), are thus easy to 
obtain from this table. 
In particular, we have looked for pairs of congruent rectangles that are 
dissected by the same set of squares although these squares are differently 
arranged in the two dissections. The pair of simple perfect squared 
rectangles of lowest order, N = 13, having this property is shown in 
Figure 1. It was constructed by Brooks, Smith, Stone, and Tutte, and its 
structure is well-understood from the theory of planar 3-connected graphs 
and electrical networks [3, Section 7.11. 
As our table shows, such pairs do not exist for orders 14 and 15, and 
there is just one pair of order 16 (see Figure 2). Further, there are twelve 
pairs of order 17 and forty-five pairs of order 18, making a total of 
fifty-nine pairs of these special squared rectangles of orders less than 19. 
Of course, drawing these fifty-nine pairs of rectangles would take too 
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much space, not to mention that drawing them to scale is virtually 
impossible because of the large variations in size of the squares in the 
majority of cases. Instead, we shall list them by their numerical codes as 
displayed in the table. Here N denotes the order, V the vertical side, H the 
NR= I N= 13 v= 75 H= II2 
FIG. 1. Pair of simple perfect squared rectangles of lowest order (N = 13) dissected 
by the same set of squares in two different ways [3]. 
horizontal side of the rectangle. Moreover, given the value of H, each line 
in the column “CODES” is a unique representation of the corresponding 
squared rectangle: it is the ordered sequence of the elements encountered 
if we scan the squared rectangle from top left to bottom right, after having 
attached the size of each square to its top left corner. This code differs 
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from the usual one in that parentheses are eliminated, so that the two codes 
of one pair are of equal length. 
In Figure 3 we show the pair No. 57, which differs in structure from all 
others in the table in that the underlying electrical network has not two 
vertices at equal potential. 
Finally, it should be remarked that the originals of our figures were 
automatically drawn by the computer/plotter. 
NR= 2 N= 16 V= 657 H= 694 
FIG. 2. Pair of simple perfect squared 
rectangles of order N = 16 dissected by 
the same set of squares in two different 
ways. The tiny squares of sides 17 and 
23 were left unmarked. 
NR= 57 N= IS V= 762 H= 782 
FIG. 3. Pair of simple perfect squared 
rectangles of order N = 18 dissected by 
the same set of squares in two different 
ways. The tiny squares of sides 4 and 10 
were left unmarked. The structure is 
different from all others in the table. 
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